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Developing Teaching and Learning in Africa: Decolonising 
Perspectives by Vuyisile Msila (Ed.) (2020)
African societies still aspire towards knowledge that is libera­
tory, enhances critical thinking and decentres Euro centrism. 
This collection of essays is a timely and focused contribution 
to the ongoing conversations about indigenous knowledges 
and Western epistemologies, and decolonisation in higher 
education. The arguments about the role of language 
in decolonising curricula and the need for transformed 
epistemologies are invaluable. In an emotive conversation 
that is often characterised by popular platitudes, this book 
offers well­reasoned and critical arguments that need to be 
considered by all participating in this conversation, regardless 
of their own perspective.  The contributors explore these decolonial debates as they 
navigate ways of moving towards epistemic freedom and cognitive justice.  
ISBN 978­1­928480­70­9 R350 308 pages
ISBN 978­1­928480­71­6 R280 (e­book) DOI: 10.18820/9781928480716 
Serving Higher Purposes: University Mergers in Post-Apartheid 
South Africa by Ihron Rensburg (2020)
Universities of the 21st century and beyond must be about 
teaching, learning, research excellence, creativity and innova­
tion as much as they must be about enabling the destiny 
of students, communities and nations to realise their 
potential. The University of  Johannesburg (UJ) succeeded 
in transforming the divisions, prejudices and limitations that 
often restrain the advancement of society.  UJ’s transition to 
an inclusive, diverse, dynamic, bold and purposeful institution 
of learning is a story of how to be an object rather than the 
subject of history, while dynamically shaping our shared 
futures, laying a solid foundation for future generations to be 
advocates and architects for social change and cohesion.  The book offers profound lessons 
in leadership that demand to be read by everyone: South African, African and beyond.
ISBN 978­1­928480­86­0 R350 302 pages
ISBN 978­1­928480­87­7 R280 (e­book) DOI: 10.18820/9781928480877
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